
DIFFERENCE
In-Synch Systems delivers data-driven
solutions and support services that
enable law enforcement agencies to

easily solve crimes.

AUTOMATIC
SYNCHRONIZATION
Our revolutionary synchronization
architecture allows In-Synch RMS software
to fully function, even without a network or
internet connection. With In-Synch RMS,
your records management system is
available any time and any place. 
 

Officers in the field can add, edit, and view
data regardless of their physical location.
When network connectivity is available, our
system automatically connects to the server,
brokering any changes for distribution to all
other RMS users.
 

Synchronization allows officers to spend less
time at the station and more time in the field
involved in proactive community policing.

INTEGRATED
DATA-SHARING
In-Synch RMS offer data-sharing, allowing
law enforcement agencies to share
summary master index information on
persons, organizations, locations, and
vehicle items. 
 

Officers can drill down in the details of
these indexes to view more granular items.
Our data-sharing system automatically
updates as users enter data. There is no
waiting period or necessity to upload to an
expensive third-party system. 
 

In-Synch RMS increases efficiency of fighting
and solving crime for each cooperating
department.



INVESTIGATIVE TOOLS
Our powerful investigative tools allow
users to discover patterns and indirect
relationships in information. Discover the
'nuggets' and solve crime faster. Our self-
building master indexes are created
automatically as staff conducts daily
activities. 
 

Beyond master index data, In-Synch RMS
provides an interactive visual querying
tool, allowing users to find connections in
their data.
 

Investigative information is aggregated in
the background without additional data
entry.

WHAT MAKES US
DIFFERENT?

Our services don't stop after In-Synch RMS
software is installed. We strive to provide
the best customer service in the
industry. We define customer service as
"Always working for you". 
 

If issues arise, we are here to help with a
solution, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

In-Synch Systems exists to deliver
solutions and services enabling law
enforcement agencies to easily solve
crime. Our products and services excel
over our competitors in four key areas:

Automatic Synchronization
Integrated Data-Sharing
Investigative Tools
Customer Service

Whether you are a state-wide, county-

wide, or a one-person agency, In-Synch
RMS provides the foundation for a
safer community. 
 

In-Synch Systems proudly serves more
than 250 public safety and private
security agencies throughout the United
States and Canada.



FEATURES
In-Synch RMS is a fully-featured

Records Management solution enabling
law enforcement to manage case files
and produce professional reports.

DATA-SHARING

Data-sharing can be complex and
expensive. With In-Synch RMS, our
customers enjoy an intuitive and
integrated data sharing experience
providing more detail than other data
sharing systems. 
 

As easy as searching their own data, In-

Synch RMS users can view Master Index
information from co-operating departments.
In-Synch RMS doesn't require a wait for
information to be imported, and
participating agencies don't need to
manipulate data to conform to vendor
specifications.

INVESTIGATIVE TOOLS
Being able to find what you need is a
unique feature of In-Synch RMS. Our
software provides advanced search and
query functionality, enabling users to
drill down in individual fields or perform
extensive narrative searches.

From patrol officers to crime analysts, In-

Synch RMS provides your staff with a wealth
of cutting edge tools to help solve crime.
Self-building master indexes, link analysis
tools, and integrated data-sharing
capabilities ensure your personnel have
easy access to all relevant information.

REPORTS
In-Synch RMS includes over 150 predefined
statistical and analytical reports including:

Arrest
Call-for-Service
Cases
Citations
Court Papers

Monthly Stats
Profiling
Property 

Warnings
Warrants

In-Synch RMS provides tools to meet your
ad-hoc reporting needs.
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Address Management
Administrative Review
Alarm Billing
Call Log
Case Builder
Code Management
Confidential Informant
Court Papers
Criminal Citations

In-Synch RMS is a fully-featured Records Management solution enabling your department
to manage case files and produce professional reports. In-Synch RMS users can work in the
office or the field without disruption of services. In-Synch RMS reduces operating costs,
and increases agency efficiency. 
 

Our modules include:

MODULES

Custody Management
Daily Log
Fleet Management
Link Finder
Master Phone Index
Organization Management
Parking Tickets
Pawn Shop
Person Management

Personnel Management
Photo Management
Property Room Management
Query
Reports
Traffic Citations
Vehicle Management
Warnings
Warrants & Registrations



CONNECTIONS
In-Synch Systems routinely integrates
with leading Public Safety software to
provide seamless interfaces that foster

efficiency and minimize the
duplication of data entry. CADLINK

The In-Synch CADLink interface imports
calls-for-service for single or multiple
agencies being dispatched from the same
911 center. CADLink helps your agency
track and verify every dispatched
incident is receiving the proper follow-up. 
 

The In-Synch CADLink interface eliminates
paper waste by electronically receiving CAD
sheets into the In-Synch RMS Call Log. 
 

In-Synch Systems interfaces with numerous
CAD vendors across the county. We also
provide a standard format to enable CAD
vendors to interface with In-Synch RMS.

E-CITATION
Our E-Citation Interface reduces the
duplication of data entry, saving your
agency valuable time and resources. 
 

Imported citations can create new call-for-
services records or link to existing call-for-
service records in your In-Synch RMS
database. 
 

The E-Citation Interface has built-in logic to
use existing data to populate the vehicle,
driver, owner, and address information;

enhancing the In-Synch RMS master
indexes. This logic can also create new
records when data isn 't available within the
RMS. 



CRIME MAPPING
In-Synch RMS can export incident data to
crime mapping and analytics vendors,
increasing police transparency and
promoting public safety. 
 

Use your In-Synch RMS data to visualize
"hot spots" and identify crime trends in
your jurisdiction. 
 

Anonymous tips and advanced crime metrics
boost your agency 's predictive policing
capabilities. 

AND MORE...
Our connections with complementary
systems are continuously changing. We
are always analyzing and expanding our
interfaces with software that is important
to efficient law enforcement records
management. 

Booking
Court Software
Jail Management
Mobile Parking Applications
Body Cameras
Citizens Based Reporting
Parole
Probation
District Attorney's/Prosecutor
Domestic Relations
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